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Set of shooting rest and hunting pillow
Item No.: 80910 (Set)
Item No.: 80903 (Hunting pillow)
Item No.: 80904 (Shooting rest cushion)

NEW
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Die Vorteile auf einen Blick:

Hunting pillow

Light-as-a-feather, the hunting pillow for easy, light transport 
to the hunting seat. The feather-light seat pillow has been 
designed for the comfortable hunting seat. It keeps the  
radiating body heat in the application constantly warm 
when sitting and through the synthetic leather side the  
heat is not emitted downwards.

The pillow consists of 3 layers

Upper material: warm, comfortable quilted Artic-Fleece.

Inner material:  fiber balls cellulose insert, keeps the  
radiating own body heat constantly  
very warm when sitting.

Lower material:  synthetic leather black, dirt-repellent and 
ingenious as a cold bridge to the upper 
cushion.

The hunting pillow weighs only 350 g and has a size of 
40 x 45 cm and can be attached with plastic carabiner  
for transport on the backpack or rifle strap or simply  
fixed on the waistband of pants.

The product is washable at 30 degrees on gentle cycle.

BAGPAD® - Shooting rest cushion

The new product consists of a material mix of loden 600 
and padded, quilted Artic fleece green, a soft, inner viscose 
foam insert, an anti-slip fabric sewn underneath and has 
two attached weights on both sides of the cushion which 
prevent the shooting rest cushion from slipping away.

The anti-slip side of the cushion is placed on the wooden 
frame of the pulpit window, thus providing the shooter with 
an accurate, noiseless adjustment or shot in the direction  
of the target game.

Material composition:

Outer fabric: artic fleece padded, dark green with  
two weights.

Inner material: viscose foam insert padding for noise  
reduction.

Under fabric: loden 600 dark green with anti-slip.

One size fits all: 30 x 25 cm - Total weight very light 590 gr.                                   

The product is not washable - Dry cleaning is  
recommended.

For small stains simply wipe with a damp cloth.

Made in Germany.

Item No.: 80903 (Hunting pillow)

Item No.: 80904 (Shooting rest cushion)

Item No.: 80910 (Set)
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